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• An OCR increase would work against the Government’s Business Growth Agenda 

objectives of lifting export performance and building capital markets. The 

consequent increase in lending rates will impact on all borrowers, including 

businesses. 

 

• Although an anticipated pick-up in general inflation is likely to require an OCR 

increase, the use of LVRs could help avoid the extremes experienced in the 

previous cycle (2005-2008) where housing market pressures contributed to 

historically high interest rates. 

 

The Reserve Bank and Treasury’s assessment is that 6,000 – 8,000 first home buyers 

are likely to be constrained by the LVR regime.  These constraints would help take 

pressure out of the housing market.  Increasing the supply of Welcome Home Loans to 

3,000 would mean that potentially up to 50% of this group would be able to avoid the 

LVR constraints. 

 

The policy option of increasing Welcome Home Loans (which would be exempt from 

the LVR policy) from 850 to 3000 would therefore undermine the ability of LVRs to 

dampen house price growth, increase risks to the Crown balance sheet and may cause 

the Reserve Bank to reconsider the use of this tool and/or the OCR. It may also work 

against housing affordability objectives to the extent that excessive house price growth 

continues. 

 

In addition to reducing the effectiveness of LVRs, expanding the Welcome Home Loan 

scheme may also reduce market discipline and lending standards, since commercial 

banks are no longer bearing the costs associated with losses on those loans. A 

significant positive feature of our mortgage market was that banks did not relax their 

lending standards to the same extent as in other countries. A significant increase in the 

Welcome Home Loan scheme would encourage a move in that direction. 

 

Treasury considers that the proposal to expand eligibility for the Kiwisaver Deposit 

Subsidy (KDS) scheme presents fewer financial stability risks, because users of the 

scheme would still face banks’ LVR limits. 

 

However, we do question the value of the additional spending, particularly as it will 

consume most of the between-Budget contingency.  It is questionable whether the 

house price caps for KDS need to be lifted.  On average over the last three years, 

households in receipt of the KiwiSaver subsidy have purchased houses that are well 

below the price cap in the major cities: 

 

Location Current house 

price cap 

Average house purchased with subsidy  

July 2010 – April 2013 

Auckland $400,000 $326,000 

Wellington $400,000 $325,000 

Christchurch $300,000 $258,000 
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In thinking of where to set the house price caps it is worth noting that Auckland is a 

wide market and there are still a large number of areas that are within the caps. The 

house price caps do not need to be set at the regional lower quartile. In 2012 the lower 

quartile house prices in the Waitakere, Manukau, Franklin and Papakura districts of 

Auckland and for central city apartments in Auckland were below $350,000 which is 

well below the current $400,000 cap.  

 

If you still wish to proceed with a homeowner support package alongside the LVR 

regime, Treasury would strongly recommend a more measured approach.  This could 

include: 

 

• A much smaller increase in the supply of Welcome Home Loans (e.g. from the 

current 800 to 1,600 per annum):  this option would be less of a concern for the 

anticipated effectiveness of LVRs. Such an increase could either be funded by 

appropriation                                                                    

                    

 

• The proposal in the Minister of Housing’s paper to update the KDS income 

thresholds for individuals and couples:  this would provide better support for 

couples. This proposal would cost $12.9m over the forecast period.1 Without taking 

into account LVR impacts this would increase the number of KDS recipients by 

approximately 350 in 2013/14 and 500 in 2014/15. These additional households will 

be couples with a household income of between $100,000 and $120,000 so they 

are more likely to have lower loan-to-value ratios than other subsidy recipients.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vinayak Nagaraj, Senior Analyst, Macro & Fiscal Policy, 04 917 6234                

Ruth Isaac, Manager, Housing, 04 917 6174 

 

                                                
1 Costings do not assume any impact of the LVRs on demand, as the impact is too difficult to accurately predict.   
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